Rapid quantitation of cardiovascular flow using slice-selective fourier velocity encoding with spiral readouts.
Accurate flow visualization and quantitation is important for the assessment of many cardiovascular conditions such as valvular stenosis and regurgitation. Phase contrast based methods experience partial volume artifacts when flow is highly localized, complex and/or turbulent. Fourier velocity encoding (FVE) avoids such problems by resolving the full velocity distribution within each voxel. This work proposes the use of slice selective FVE with spiral readouts to acquire fully localized velocity distributions in a short breath-hold. Scan-plane prescription is performed using classic protocols, and an automatic algorithm is used for in-plane localization of the flow. Time and spatially-resolved aortic valve velocity distributions with 26-msec temporal resolution and 25 cm/sec velocity resolution over a 600 cm/sec field-of-view were acquired in a 12-heartbeat breath-hold. In carotid studies, scan time was extended to achieve higher spatial resolution. The method was demonstrated in healthy volunteers and patients, and the results compared qualitatively well with Doppler ultrasound. Acquisition time could be reduced to 7 heartbeats (a 42% reduction) using partial Fourier reconstruction along the velocity dimension.